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About this How-to Guide
The purpose of this guide is to provide information and insights to any group that is
interested in running a Repair event in their community. It provides a brief explanation of
the wider Repair Cafe movement and how it has been implemented in Central Otago. It
provides some suggestions around processes and documentation that make for the
smooth running of an event.

The Repair Cafe movement and Wastebusters’ ‘Repair Revolution’
We live in a society that revolves around consumption. Increasingly we buy more items
and throw them away at the slightest sign of defect as people do not know how to repair
things or where to find the people who do.
The Repair Café concept was initiated in 2009 by Amsterdam based journalist Martine
Postma. Based on the success of the first event, Martine started the Repair Café
Foundation. Since 2011, this non-profit organisation has provided professional support to
local groups in the Netherlands and other countries wishing to start their own Repair Café.
Wastebusters started the ‘Repair Revolution’ in 2020 to address similar issues. Among
other things, the Repair Revolution aims to:
○ Reduce waste by offering an alternative to our ‘throwaway culture’
○ Share repair knowledge and skills
○ Demonstrate how satisfying making repairs can be
○ Build community connections
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○

Model the circular economy in action

What is a Repair Event?
Repair events are generally free, volunteer-based events where people get together to
share their repair knowledge and experience. People who enjoy fixing things (Fixers) help
people with broken things (Visitors). Visitors bring their broken items from home and are
encouraged to learn and participate in the repair of their broken items.
As part of the Repair Revolution, Wastebusters organised a series of Repair Cafe-style
events in Wanaka, Hawea, Alexandra, and in Queenstown with co-hosts Sustainable
Queenstown.

What is needed for a Repair Event?
Key components include: a date, time (minimum 3 hours) and venue, volunteers,
tools/equipment, promotional materials, event plan/runsheet, and visitors. It is also useful
to consider the following questions:
● Are there any organisations or groups in the community that you could partner
with?
● What resources are available? For example, where could you get donations of
tools, a venue or food?
● How will you recruit volunteers?
● Where will the event take place (see Venue)?
● When will the event take place? Consider avoiding school holidays, long
weekends etc.
● Who will provide insurance coverage for the event?
An event plan is key when in the initial stages of planning. This could cover volunteer
recruitment, promotion timelines, health and safety responsibilities and the other subjects
mentioned above.
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Volunteers
Volunteers are crucial to the success of a repair event. There are some different roles for
volunteers (see Appendix) but gathering people with a variety of repair skills is key. For
example, it is ideal if the repairers anticipate that they will be able to fix a broad range of
objects such as clothing, bicycles, toys, ceramics, furniture and electronics.
It is advisable to find a registered electrician /appliance service person to sign off on any
electrical repairs done by themselves or volunteers.
Volunteers should only be asked to repair items that they feel comfortable repairing.
Recruitment
Ways of finding volunteers might include:
● Articles or ads in local media
● Posts on social media (and asking groups to share)
● Approaching community groups such as sewing groups, mens shed
● Putting posters up around town
● Information in school newsletters and retirement village newsletters
● Shoulder tapping handy people in the community
● Approaching professional repairers to see if they would like to contribute
Sign up
We created an electronic sign-up form (a Google form) that people could find on
our website, social media and via email. This means that details of all the signed
up volunteers are held in one place. Aside from contact details, the form asked a
range of questions such as:
● What is your area of expertise? (Options listed)
● What tools, equipment and parts do we need to provide for you to
complete basic repairs?
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●

How did you hear? Is there anything else you want to let us know about?
Any questions?

Communication
●

●

●

Once a volunteer has signed up, the organiser should send an email (or
call) thanking them and ensuring they understand the details of the event
and feel comfortable with the process. Attached to this email could be a
Repair Volunteer Information sheet (see Appendix).
A follow up email could also include the following:
○ Volunteer Health & Safety Guidelines
○ Volunteer Agreement
○ Process on the day
○ Event Guidelines
○ Tool & equipment inventory
You might like to consider holding a volunteer get together before the
event, potentially at the venue. This is to meet volunteers, show them the
space (including a quick H&S briefing) and answer any questions. This is
also where volunteers can sign the Volunteer Agreement (see Appendix).

Venue
When choosing a venue for a repair event, consider the following:
● Parking - not too far from the venue as people may be carrying items.
● Be mindful of accessibility
● Indoor and outdoor space (preferably covered) to allow for items such as
bike repairs
● A good amount of power outlets (or access to multi-boards) to allow for
sewing machines and other repair equipment
● Wifi (and laptops) to access user manuals or repair information
● Kitchen and bathroom facilities with easy access
● Good lighting
● Ample space, chairs and tables for repairer and visitor comfort as well as
room for welcome/ registration area.
It is useful to make a spatial plan. Identify where the reception area will be situated to
ensure attendees arrive there first and where different repair stations are positioned for
example, all sewers together, bike repairs outside under shelter.
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Tools / Equipment
●

●

●
●
●

Some volunteer fixers may choose to bring their own tools and/or materials they
think may be useful. Personal tools and equipment should not be used by others
without permission.
It is useful if consumables such as glue, tape, thread and screws are available for
general use, as well as a range of general tools (hammer, spanner, screwdriver
etc). Wastebusters had a variety of tools and some consumables on site in our tool
trailer (see Appendix).
For sewing repairs, it is useful to have a range of fabrics that can be used for
sewing repairs, as well as an iron.
Desk lamps can also be useful to provide extra light for detailed work.
If repairs cannot be carried out with the equipment available, visitors can be given
advice on where to buy the material in question and some guidance on how to fix
things themselves. It might be possible to mend the item later on in the day or
else at the next event. (When promoting the event it is useful to advise that if
someone knows that their item requires a specific part for repair to bring it along
on the day.)
Electrical repairs

●

It is advisable to let visitors know to only bring appliances that are small and low
voltage (for example, if the item is powered by batteries or if it has a plug
pack/adapter). Repairers are unlikely to fix electrical faults for items that plug
directly into the power point because those items carry 240 volts and the repairer
would have to personally take liability for repairs, which is not acceptable unless
they are a registered electrician (see volunteers section).
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Health and Safety considerations
For the safety of all involved, it is important to have comprehensive Health and Safety
guidelines and procedures in place.
A Health and Safety plan should be shared with participants and volunteers before the
event, as well as the evacuation and emergency procedures of the venue. It is also
useful to have copies on hand during the event.
Some risks that could be identified and mitigated include:
● Trip hazards (cover power cords)
● Overcrowding (manage visitor flow)
● Accident or injury from tool use (ensure tools are supervised and only used by
appropriate personnel)
● Solvents / chemicals (ensure appropriate ventilation)

Visitors
What items could get repaired?
As volunteers sign up, it will become easier to specify what items would be appropriate
to bring along as it depends on the repair skills available. As a general rule, anything
that’s broken, and which someone can manage to carry on their own, should be
welcome.
When promoting the event it is useful to advise that if someone knows that their item
requires a specific part for repair to bring it along on the day.
What if an item does not get repaired?
The work carried out at repair events is performed by volunteers who should only take
on jobs that they are comfortable with and fit their skills. If a repair is too complicated it
may not get done but hopefully visitors will walk away with some advice or guidance.
Repair volunteers will try their best but repairs should not be guaranteed and they are
not liable if objects brought to the event are not returned to full ‘working’ function.
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Event Promotion
Starting at least a month out, these are some possible ways to promote the repair event.
This could also be combined with the volunteer recruitment process (see above):
●
●
●
●
●

Posters
Local media & radio stories
Social media event & stories
Listed in community event listings
Ask volunteers to share amongst their networks

Event Day requirements
Runsheet
●

It is useful to create an event runsheet covering the days around the event,
which could include set-up, key event times, pack-down. This should be shared
with all those running the event. Other items on the runsheet could include:
○
○
○

●

Refreshments: Organise refreshments for volunteers and/or attendees for
attendees (perhaps with a koha jar nearby).
Signage: Organise flag, signage etc to place outside the venue.
Media: Invite local media to the event

Ensure health and safety best practice is observed.
Capture photos of the event and interactions (only share with people’s
permissions). It can be good to get some before and after photos of
broken/repaired objects.

Reception area
The reception area is where you can greet visitors and introduce them to the ideas and
procedures of the repair event. It is where you can assess what people have brought in
for repair and go through item registration. This is a good opportunity to generate
conversation and to gather feedback from people (see feedback form) as they leave the
venue.
If people are waiting in line, offer them refreshment or suggest they wander around and
observe the repairs. It can also be a good idea to have a selection of repair books and
manuals as reference near the reception area. If visitors have brought more than one
item, it is fair that they re-join the queue after each item has been repaired.
Items at the reception area: Item registration forms, event guidelines, koha jar, pens,
feedback form.
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Item registration
It is important to have a system of recording the types of items that come in and who
could repair them. A registration form can collect the visitors' names, the time they
arrived, the type of item(s), and the repairer's name. This also doubles as a queuing
system.
For each item, an Item Repair sheet (see appendix) form can be started. This captures
the repairer’s name (entered by reception volunteer), the item's details and whether it
gets fixed or not (entered by repairer). The visitor is encouraged to take the sheet with
them to the repairer to complete. The information from these sheets can be collated
post-event to provide data such as how many items were presented, what they were,
whether they were repaired etc.

Homework sheet
The repairer may suggest a part is required in order to complete the repair. If this is the
case, they will write a ‘homework sheet’ (see Appendix), so the visitor can find the part
or in a shop or online and either come to another repair event or visit a repair business
with the item and the new part.
A homework sheet is also useful if a repair will take longer than the time given. It might
include instructions on how to complete the repair for themselves or the details of a
repair business that could help.

Feedback
Create a feedback survey to have at the event (electronic or paper) so you can gain
insights into people's experiences - both visitors and volunteers. For example, how they
heard about it, what they thought about it, what was missing, did their item get repaired
or did they receive advice? This can allow for better planning for future events.

Unfixable items and waste
Given the Repair Revolution’s aim to minimise waste, a zero-waste approach to events is
encouraged. Visitors are asked to be responsible for the removal of their broken items
that could not be repaired. Where possible, organisers should offer guidance on ways to
reuse or recycle the item/parts over landfilling. If there is an e-waste collection centre in
the area, have those details at hand.
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Post event
●
●
●

Thank the volunteers - a gathering, an email, whatever is appropriate.
Compile event statistics and feedback to review for the next event and the
report back to supporters.
Share stories of repair and community and get people excited for the next event!

Useful Links
●

Wastebusters’ Repair Revolution:
https://www.wastebusters.co.nz/2020/11/16/join-the-repair-revolution-with-wasteb
usters/

●

Repair Cafe NZ: https://www.facebook.com/Repair2017/

●

Repair Cafe International: https://www.repaircafe.org/en/

Appendix
Forms:
General Volunteer roles
Event Guidelines
Process on the day
Item repair sheet
Homework sheet
Volunteer Safety Guidelines
Volunteer Agreement
Tool trailer inventory
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